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1 MR. CARR:  May it please you, my Lord.  In this matter I appear

2     with my learned friends Ms. Demetriou and Ms. Ford for Vringo

3     and my learned friend Mr. Alexander and Ms. Jamal appear for

4     ZTE.  This is in effect in the nature of very pre-trial

5     review, which you ordered back in January, certainly when we

6     were last here.  At that stage the case looked like, as is

7     sometimes the case with these mobile phone FRAND cases, that

8     it was going to be very complicated.

9 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  Yes.

10 MR. CARR:  Now the parties have agreed that it is not.  It is

11     actually going to be, just to put it in terms with which we

12     are very familiar, a relatively typical damages

13     enquiry/setting a royalty for the future in respect of a

14     single patent, rather like we sometimes do in the copyright

15     tribunal.  For that reason, the parties have now estimated the

16     trial including the pre-reading to be five to seven days.

17     Previously it was ten or more.

18 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  Considering how much has gone that seems like

19     a small reduction.

20 MR. CARR:  Yes.  I am going to mention a few times the experience

21     on a couple of cases, Meltwater, for example, I think that was

22     about five days.  It has that feel to me of that sort of size.

23 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  Fair enough.

24 MR. CARR:  Maybe it indicates that the previous estimate was too

25     short.
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1           Before I get into the few points that remain in issue,

2     is there anything that you would like to raise with me?

3 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  No.

4 MR. CARR:  It seems that things are going along.  You would have

5     seen, I do not know whether you have had a chance to look at

6     the pleadings at all, but in its statement of case Vringo

7     voluntarily offered ZTE a single patent licence for the '919

8     patent.

9 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  Yes.

10 MR. CARR:  The reason for that, if you go to bundle A, tab 1, the

11     single licence patent is offered voluntarily at 2(c).

12 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  Yes.

13 MR. CARR:  The reasons for it (i.e. we do not need to seek a

14     global patent portfolio licence here any more) are essentially

15     pleaded at paragraphs 9 to 11.  It is because it is now, say

16     Vringo, in issue before the United States District Court for

17     the District of Delaware.

18 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  Does that mean if it stops somehow in America,

19     it is going to pop up again here?

20 MR. CARR:  I do not think so.  This is now as it is.

21 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  Fair enough.

22 MR. CARR:  It follows we are not saying that the fact that we are

23     voluntarily offering the licence makes any difference to the

24     royalty and, therefore, the issue of whether or not we are

25     obliged to offer single patent licence has become academic.
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1 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  Yes, I see.

2 MR. CARR:  The defendants, having received this statement of case

3     and some further information, then served a very complicated

4     statement of case which raises all sorts of issues, at tab 2,

5     but they say, no doubt very fairly, that they think that a lot

6     of these issues have now fallen away.  So one thing that I am

7     going to suggest is that the defendants serve an amended

8     statement of case, crossing out the bits that they no longer

9     wish to rely on.

10 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  All right.

11 MR. CARR:  One important development is that, at least from this

12     side of the court, there appeared to be some equivocation

13     about whether even when the court sets a FRAND licence, the

14     defendants would actually accept it, or whether they would

15     contend, as they have done in Germany, "each product we

16     import, you have to prove that it infringes."  That I believe

17     has gone away and it is quite important it has gone away.  I

18     just want to show you two short letters about that.

19           Could you go to the bundle A, tab 20, and turn to page

20     22.

21 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  Yes.

22 MR. CARR:  I will not bore you with all the correspondence about

23     "Are you willing to undertake to arrangement for licence?"

24     But this has got to the stage where Powell Gilbert, my

25     instructing solicitors, said, "Look what happened in Germany
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1     where, everyone after an infringement finding had been

2     reached, ZTE continued to say you have got to prove in respect

3     of each infringing product that it still infringes and ask for

4     real unequivocal undertaking to enter into the licence.  If it

5     were not given, our position was we would restore a request

6     for injunctive relief."  However, it was given.  If you turn

7     to page 25 at the end of the first paragraph it says, "Our

8     client is prepared to undertake to be bound by the financial

9     or other FRAND terms set by the Court for use of the

10     invention."

11           That is why in our draft order we have recorded that

12     undertaking as a recital.  It is quite important.

13 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  Let me just work this through.  The problem

14     from your perspective is you say all right you have a patent,

15     prima facie or whatever at some level the normal remedy would

16     be an injunction.  Let's say the court has set a licence.  In

17     any IP licence you have to define exactly what goods are

18     actually covered and are you agreed as to what that definition

19     will be?

20 MR. CARR:  It will be the products that are alleged to infringe,

21     ENodeBs, for example.  What we want to avoid is two scenarios

22     in respect of which we otherwise seek an injunction.  Scenario

23     1, where we go through this whole exercise and the court says,

24     "This is the FRAND rate" and the defendants say, "Well, I am

25     sorry we are not voluntarily willing -- you offered the
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1     licence voluntarily, we are not willing to accept it."  I

2     think that is unlikely if they wish to import, but there it

3     is.  Or scenario 2, which actually happened in Germany, is,

4     "We are still importing ENodeBs, which at trial it was

5     determined to be infringed, you have to prove each one does

6     infringe."

7 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  I see that, but there is a bit more to it, is

8     there not?  You presumably sued on existing products?

9 MR. CARR:  No, because if you remember, there were not any.  We

10     sued on the basis that it was standard essential and the

11     defendants had no work around, which is this case.

12 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  You say that this licence would cover anything

13     which is sold as a 3G or 4G compliant ENodeB?

14 MR. CARR:  The defendant's position, which is entirely

15     understandable is, I think if we do not do any infringing

16     acts, in other words we do not import any ENodeBs of offer

17     them in the UK during the life of a patent, we do not have to

18     pay any royalties of course.

19 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  That makes sense.

20 MR. CARR:  That is where I think the parties have got to.

21           My Lord, this case is always one where each party spends

22     a certain amount of their skeleton talking about the evils of

23     the opposite party.

24 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  Yes, Romania this time.  I cannot remember

25     which one of you is evil this time.
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1 MR. CARR:  Our colleagues in Romania are supposed to be egregious.

2     If you look at tab 25 in this bundle, this is the 13th

3     statement of Mr. Laakkonen, paragraph 5 deals with the

4     position in Romania where essentially there have been three

5     attempts to persuade the Romanian court that something has

6     been done wrong and they have all been dismissed.

7 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  That is right.

8 MR. CARR:  If I now turn to what we now see as the relief trial,

9     determine the FRAND terms, there remains an issue about

10     damages for past infringement.  Just to remind you of what

11     happened, it emerged that ZTE had installed at some point in a

12     client's premises equipment, infringing equipment, for

13     demonstration purposes.  That can be a very, very minor thing,

14     as the defendants say, or it can be a very significant

15     opportunity because a demonstration of premises such as

16     Vodafone can lead to European contracts, so there remains an

17     issue obviously about what lump sum should be payable for

18     that, as well as FRAND for the future.

19           We make the point that, as I think has often been said

20     in the copyright tribunal, both parties propose different

21     royalty rates, probably different royalty bases, but what

22     really matters is the money payable.

23 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  Yes.

24 MR. CARR:  Looking at paragraph 9 of our skeleton, we essentially

25     explain our proposal, which is 2.5% of turnover derived from
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1     acts in relation to infringing products such as ENodeBs, which

2     is approximately the same as 1% of turnover derived from all

3     acts in relation to infrastructure.  The reason why that

4     comparison is made is because you will find global portfolio

5     licences for all infrastructure and what we are saying is 2.5%

6     on these infringing products equals approximately 1%.  It is

7     very difficult to estimate in the absence of any kind of

8     disclosure from the defendants what this will amount to in

9     money terms.

10 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  Right.

11 MR. CARR:  But in paragraph 10 we have had a go based on a

12     T-Mobile study regarding network deployment in the

13     Netherlands.  It is not the same jurisdiction, but it gives

14     you some kind of idea that let say ENodeBs are approximately

15     £121,000 on our proposal that would equate to a royalty of

16     £3,025 per ENodeB.  Of course what you do not know is how many

17     likely ENodeBs will be supplied during the life of the patent,

18     but it gives you an idea.  ZTE's proposal, ignoring the words

19     smaller saleable part, which means it may well be considerably

20     less than this estimate, but it amounts to £2.42 pounds if the

21     average price is approximately £121,000.  So on their proposal

22     it is difficult to know, you might get £1,500 a year.  It is

23     very difficult to know.

24           This brings me to the first issue between the parties

25     about the scope of disclosure.  Of course, we are all aware
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1     that in damages enquiries and royalty assessments for the

2     future it is absolutely standard to consider, at least

3     estimates, of the defendant's turnover costs and profits.

4 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  Yes.

5 MR. CARR:  Then you can assess.  I am thinking for example about

6     Meltwater.  You may remember that, when we looked at is the

7     royalty rate reasonable?  We looked at the licensee's turnover

8     and looked at the royalty as a proportion of the whole

9     turnover.

10 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  It is just the same.  It os not different at

11     all really from reasonable royalty calculations in damages.

12 MR. CARR:  No, it is not, exactly.

13 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  The profits available, never the best way, but

14     usually the only way, comparable all that.

15 MR. CARR:  It is.  It is all the same.  Here the defendants in

16     their pleading admit that they intend to carry out the acts

17     found to infringe, so they really need to disclose their own

18     estimates of turnover costs and profits.  It is particularly

19     important in a case where there is no track record to go on.

20     There are no published data.  They must have estimates because

21     they intend to do it.

22           If we now go to the defendant's draft order, please.

23 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  Tab 9, is it?

24 MR. CARR:  My learned friends sent a revised one with their

25     skeleton.  I put it in tab 9.  So my most up to date one
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1     provides for disclosure in paragraphs 2 and 3.

2 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  Yes.  There is a lump sum paragraph.

3 MR. CARR:  Sorry, forgive me, it is in paragraphs 3 and 4 of the

4     revised one.

5 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  Yes.

6 MR. CARR:  What we see immediately is that the disclosure to be

7     given by the claimant, and the defendant has the right to

8     inspect, on this draft order the defendants to a damages

9     enquiry are not going to give any disclosure at all.

10           I should say, just before leaving that particular order,

11     that the order is even more extreme than their evidence,

12     because if you look at the defendant's evidence at tab 22 --

13     my learned friend is just going to take instructions on

14     whether this remains an issue.

15 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  Okay.

16 MR. CARR:  I am going to go where we raised it.  It seems as if my

17     learned friend ----

18 MR. ALEXANDER:  Could I just suggest we put this, as it were, to

19     the back of the queue just for the time being, so that I can

20     just think about what the position is in relation to this?

21 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  All right.

22 MR. ALEXANDER:  It may be that there is an issue.  It may be

23     smaller than first appears.  If we deal with other disclosure

24     issues, then that might be a little bit easier, first of all.

25 MR. CARR:  Yes.  Just to be clear, if you go to paragraph 15 of
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1     our skeleton, the first two categories, the first category is

2     aimed at documents related to infringing products, pricing

3     information, any other information, service maintenance,

4     rental and software from which an effective sales price can be

5     calculated.  We need that.  The second issue:  "Documents

6     relating to plans for, and ability to sell infrastructure

7     equipment in the UK, including requests for information."  We

8     need that, because that is going to give you the likely

9     turnover.  So (a) is aimed at costs and selling price and (b)

10     is aimed at turnover.  If they are not in issue, that is

11     great, my learned friend will come back on that.

12           That then brings me to ----

13 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  Sorry, Mr. Carr, just before you move off

14     that, I had done the similar exercise to the extent what you

15     are doing now and looked at the two orders and the definitions

16     of what is to be disclosed.  You are right, I have read the

17     order, the most current version of the order from the

18     defendant, in the same way you have, but it did not seem to

19     have any disclosure in at all from the defendant, which is one

20     thing.  That is the point you just made.  Your order does not

21     define this at all, and I notice that the only definition is

22     in 15(a) and it is paragraph 15 of your skeleton, which I was

23     doing the same thing you are doing.  I just wanted to raise

24     this now.  I must say, I would think that whatever the order

25     should be, it would be better if it did have in it wording
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1     along the lines of your paragraph 15.

2 MR. CARR:  That is perfectly fair.  My paragraph 15 (a) and (b)

3     comes from the disclosure report.  The way these things are

4     done, and I have a hazy idea of it because I do not get

5     involved in disclosure reports, is there is a general

6     obligation and then the parties narrow it down by disclosure

7     reports and I have just taken it from our disclosure report.

8     If in the event that is what is required, that can simply be

9     incorporated into the order instead of a general obligation.

10 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  Quite, all right.

11 MR. CARR:  That then brings me to the second aspect of disclosure.

12     If we are still on paragraph 15, it is actually fairly

13     straightforward.  My clients have pleaded a case that there is

14     a going rate for standard essential portfolio licences of 1%

15     to 2%.  That is expressly denied and the defendants assert

16     that they are going to call evidence to say that that is

17     wrong.

18 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  Is that for 3G and/or 4G or just generally?

19     The way I looked at it, it looked like it was generally and I

20     could not understand why it was limited to 3G and 4G since

21     that is what his case is about.

22 MR. CARR:  Infrastructure licences.

23 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  What, 3G and 4G infrastructure or just

24     infrastructure?

25 MR. CARR:  Yes, 3G and 4G infrastructure and licences.
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1 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  Thank you.

2 MR. CARR:  Then the second part of the proposition is that that

3     going rate provides a comparable because when it comes to

4     negotiations there are maybe one, a maximum of two to three,

5     key SEPs, which cause the licensee to enter into the licence.

6     We say all right our rate equals 1% because 2.5 of the

7     infringing products equals 1% of the infrastructure.  We are

8     at the bottom end and, and we say this is a case where you are

9     not buying an insurance policy, because of course you

10     appreciate these global licences you are effectively saying,

11     "I want insurance.  I do not know whether any of these are

12     valid and infringed."  Here this is valid and infringed.

13 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  There is uncertainty.

14 MR. CARR:  Here there is not.  So we say they provide valuable

15     comparables.  The defendants say, no, they do not.

16 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  There is an article by Sir Robin Jacob, as he

17     now is, which makes a similar point about after litigation you

18     would expect the rate to be higher than before.

19 MR. CARR:  Exactly.  The defendants say, "We are also going to

20     call expert evidence to say this is not the way it is done.

21     There are not a few key SEPs."  We say we know that ZTE has

22     entered into infrastructure licences itself.  The one we know

23     about is listed in paragraph 3 of our draft order.  If these

24     are all at 1% to 2%, that tends to rebut ZTE's case that as a

25     matter of fact there is not a going rate.  If they are not, it
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1     tends to support it.  Equally if, in fact, these licences were

2     based on a few key SEPs, then that tends to rebut that part of

3     their case as well.

4 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  How does seeing the licence tell you whether

5     it is based on one or two key SEPs?

6 MR. CARR:  That is why if you look at the categories we are

7     seeking, so could you go to paragraph 15?

8 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  I see that is what your (d) is intended to be.

9 MR. CARR:  That is what our (d) is, exactly and (d) to (f)

10     effectively cover this issue.  One thing that is a little bit

11     curious, I just wanted to though you the pleadings.  This has

12     been specifically pleaded to, and we say that given that it is

13     actually plainly in issue on the pleadings and ZTE are going

14     to call evidence about it, it seems a bit rich to say, "We are

15     not going to disclose any documents in our possession."  So if

16     we go to bundle A, I believe it is tab 5, this is further

17     information as to how the royalty rate is to be calculated.

18     If you turn to page 2 of tab 5, basis 1 sets out what I have

19     just told you, and I think answers your question, royalty rate

20     1% to 2% for 2G, 3G, 4G industry practice, royalty based on

21     infrastructure products.

22 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  I am afraid, Mr. Carr, you have answered the

23     question exactly in the opposite way to the way I was asking

24     it.  My point is your patent is not essential to 2G.

25 MR. CARR:  No, that is true.

[Page 14]

1 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  That is why I kept saying 3G and 4G.

2 MR. CARR:  You are right.

3 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  You said yes.

4 MR. CARR:  There we are, but I think the answer I have just given

5     you is the correct one.  It is pleased that essentially

6     industry practice 1% to 2%, all infrastructure products,

7     "Number of essential patents for which a licence is clearly

8     required and cause a licence to be taken ('Key SEPs'): Usually

9     1 and very exceptionally 2-3."  Then it explains how at (iii)

10     on the next page, "A royalty of 1% over 100% of the value of

11     an infrastructure network therefore equates to 2.5% over a

12     median of 40%", so that is our 2.5%.

13           Then it refers in basis 2 to a licence that, at least on

14     the information available to us, ZTE paid 500 million dollars

15     (it should say Euros) to Ericsson for a five year licence and

16     does a calculation from that.  That has been pleaded to, if we

17     turn back to the defendant's statement of case, paragraph 47,

18     denies that there is a maximum of three key SEPs and says it

19     would undermine the industry approach.  Paragraph 49 refers

20     specifically to the licence between ZTE and Ericsson, the 500

21     million Euros one, and says it is completely different.

22     Obviously if you refer to a document in your pleadings, you

23     have to disclose it, and their current position is we are

24     going to remove that from our pleadings.  But this really is

25     not good enough.  If you are going to positively dispute, as
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1     we know they are, that there is a going rate in the industry

2     for infrastructure global licences and positively dispute it

3     is based on a few key SEPs, documents in your possession which

4     tend to support or rebut that need to be disclosed.

5           My learned friend says this is all going to be a massive

6     exercise and complicate the trial enormously because we would

7     be required to assess the differences between every portfolio

8     licence and this single licence, which one cannot do.  That is

9     not the case he has to meet.  The case he has to meet is of

10     going rate in the industry, a general rate and the simple

11     factual enquiry is are these based on a few key SEPs?

12           That is the other main issue in relation to the

13     disclosure aspect of the trial.

14           There is one more point to deal with in relation to it,

15     which is the position of ZTE Corporation.  This is a position

16     that does arise from time to time in litigation, where

17     effectively a company which is not party to the litigation is

18     controlling it and is drip feeding documents that it wishes

19     the court to see and withholding documents that it does not.

20     It gives the defendant access to its documents, just to take

21     those ones that favour its case.  The position there, and I do

22     not know whether you have seen the Schlumberger case, where

23     Floyd J (as he then was) had to consider this position, is

24     that because the defendant has been given access to the third

25     party's documents and can take what he wants, the defendant is
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1     regarded as having control within the meaning of the third

2     party's documents.

3 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  I do not have any cases and no one has given

4     me any authorities, Mr. Carr.

5 MR. CARR:  Then let me pass this up to you.  (Same handed)

6 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  This is obviously a major issue that has to be

7     dealt with.

8 MR. CARR:  There are a number of ways of doing it, as well, which

9     I will come on and explain.  If you turn to tab 4.  If we look

10     at paragraph 8, this was an application, it does not matter

11     what the disclosure was about, of a patent case for disclosure

12     and in paragraph 8:  "The application requires the claimant to

13     search the records of other companies within the Schlumberger

14     group who not parties to the action and no application against

15     those parties directly."  The question is whether it is within

16     part 31.  There was not either an application under part 31

17     for third party disclosure, so the issue turned on 31.8(2) the

18     meaning of the word "control" and including he has or had a

19     right to inspect or take copies of it.  That aspect of the

20     rule Floyd J emphasised at paragraph 10.

21           Could you turn to paragraph 21.  Just looking at

22     paragraph 20, the corporate structure was such that according

23     to the evidence, Schlumberger Holdings needed to ask its

24     subsidiaries for permission to search for documents.  In that

25     sense it did not have a right to do so under its corporate
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1     structure, but I just invite you to read paragraph 21, please.

2 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  (After a pause) Right.

3 MR. CARR:  The third party in this case, and I do not need to show

4     you, but then Floyd J did order some disclosure which affected

5     the third parties as well, the other group companies, in the

6     sense that he regarded the documents as under the control of

7     the defendant.

8           In the present case, and of course what this is all

9     aimed at, as you will appreciate, my Lord, is avoiding the

10     situation where one party discloses the documents that he

11     thinks favours his case.

12 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  Of course.

13 MR. CARR:  That of course is exactly what is happening here.  The

14     evidence, we suggest is really quite significant about how ZTE

15     (UK) has already enjoyed and continued to enjoy the

16     co-operation of ZTE Corp to inspect its documents and deploy

17     them in the present proceedings.  Mr. Laakonen has given some

18     evidence about this at bundle A, tab 21, paragraph 28 onwards.

19 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  I looked at this, yes.

20 MR. CARR:  Going to paragraph 28, it was ZTE Corporation who

21     provided the PPDs and fact witness statements, obviously with

22     their consent, and they needed -- obviously access was

23     required to their documents in order to prepare them, no

24     question.  He gives some detail about that in paragraph 29,

25     how the technical documents must have been checked and access
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1     must have been given to them in order to prepare these

2     documents for the litigation.  He then refers to how, and I

3     will not take you to the detail of it, how ZTE corporation/ZTE

4     are in the American case are also co-operating together and

5     indeed relying on matters that are happening in the UK case.

6           At paragraph 33 it is quite interesting to see what

7     happened in Australia, where the issue arose and it was

8     obvious, as the Australian court said, that the Australian ZTE

9     was, as it were, the selling arm of ZTE Corporation and the

10     Australian court order ZTE Australia to take all reasonable

11     steps available to it to obtain the documents which fall

12     within the relevant categories.

13           Then paragraphs 39 to 49 give further instances of how

14     in various parts of the world ZTE Corporation has co-operated

15     in litigation giving documents where it feels it appropriate

16     to do so and at paragraph 42 onwards, how it did so in the UK.

17     All the witness statements are coming from ZTE Corporation

18     personnel.  Indeed, you may have seen that in this litigation,

19     for example, in relation to the ZTE Ericsson licence, ZTE UK's

20     position is we do not have possession of it so you are not

21     going to get it anyway.  There are effectively three options

22     available to the court, we submit, in these circumstances.

23     (1) is to make an order as we saw the Australian court made,

24     to take all reasonable steps; (2) is simply to order ZTE (UK)

25     to disclose those documents within its control and if there is
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1     a judgment saying the court takes the view these documents are

2     within the control within the meaning of the rule, that has

3     done it; or (3), if for some reason, none of those courses you

4     wish to do, the court can say this is what I think should be

5     disclosed and if between them the defendants refuse to do it,

6     the consequence will lie on them.  Because we all know that

7     where in damages enquiries where the defendants do not produce

8     documents, they often are stuck with the claimant's own

9     estimates.

10 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  Right.

11 MR. CARR:  But we suggest (1) and (2) are the preferable courses.

12 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  Can I just step back a little bit.  What you

13     alluding to in (3), on the footing -- if I am against you on

14     (2), and (1), say ----

15 MR. CARR:  Yes, they are just different ways of the same thing.

16 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  Let's say it is (3), what are you actually

17     asking me to do, make an order that they disclose it?

18 MR. CARR:  Assume that you are with me on the basis the documents

19     should be disclosed and we are now in a position of by whom.

20     You will then give a judgment saying these are the categories

21     I think should be disclosed.  There is some quite a lot of

22     evidence, that I have just shown you, about ZTE Corporation's

23     role.  I am not going to make an order which affects ZTE

24     Corporation or requires ZTE (UK) to do anything in respect of

25     ZTE Corporation documents, but if they do not disclose them,
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1     indeed ZTE (UK) disclosed nothing, for example, that may have

2     effects when it comes to the damages enquiry itself.

3 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  I see.  I know what you say the preferable

4     course is, Mr. Carr.  You are inviting the court not to say

5     what those consequences would be, but just to use that form of

6     wording that you just used, not necessarily that form of

7     words, but some elusive kind of sabre-rattling.

8 MR. CARR:  Indeed.  It is not really sabre-rattling.  We all know

9     that in fact it is quite settled law that where a defendant in

10     a damages enquiry does not produce the relevant information,

11     the facts are assumed against him.  We say here Mr. Burdon,

12     ZTE's solicitor, has explained effectively that ZTE could

13     provide the documents, but they consider them confidential and

14     they do not want to do so.  I understand confidentiality and

15     we know how that is dealt with by confidentiality clauses, and

16     so on.

17 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  I have been thinking about this as well.  It

18     struck me that there is an analogy between this situation --

19     if you are right on what the facts are, you say the facts are

20     a form of drip feeding.  You have a company behind the party

21     who is prepared to assist when it suits them and not when it

22     does not.  That is the same as the situation that arises in

23     relation to money, quite often, particularly costs where there

24     is a lot of developed case law about the court saying -- the

25     most extreme example is where a party says you must not make
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1     an order requiring me to put up security for costs because it

2     will stifle the litigation and the court will not accept that

3     if there is some evidence that there is a backer who has taken

4     the same approach, without that being dealt with properly.

5     It just seemed to me that there is a similarity between that

6     situation and what you say the situation is here.  What the

7     court does in that case is makes things like unless orders and

8     says, "It is perfectly fair to make an unless order requiring

9     you to produce this money that you that you say you do not

10     have" because, actually, I am not satisfied that it could not

11     be got.  The fact that you do not have the power to compel

12     your backer to fund the litigation -- and funding is different

13     from documents -- but I do not see why the principle is any

14     different, means that the court cannot say, "Well, if you want

15     to pursue this then you need to" -- you know, if the court is

16     satisfied that the backer is there taking this approach, then

17     the backer needs to play ball.

18 MR. CARR:  Indeed.  That is a fair analogy and that is behind the

19     same principle in the Schlumberger case that caused Floyd J.

20     to make that order.

21 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  Yes.  I know Schlumberger was not cited in

22     your skeleton, was it?

23 MR. CARR:  Yes, it was.  So, subtly done.  It is at paragraph 33,

24     I believe.  Rather than having a nice quote that would have

25     helped you, but there we are.  That is, we say, the right
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1     approach.

2 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  Yes.

3 MR. CARR:  It is particularly extreme when we turn to the licence

4     between ZTE and Ericsson, that they themselves are referred to

5     in their pleadings and seek to distinguish, we are now told we

6     cannot have it.

7           There are just then two further short issues.  One, I

8     have dealt with in relation to requests for further

9     information, which we have dealt with at paragraph 14 of our

10     skeleton.  Essentially, my side asks for some requests further

11     information.  The answer came back, "They are all irrelevant."

12     We say, "They cannot be irrelevant; you have raised them."  It

13     does occur to me that given that ZTE is saying essentially "We

14     are going to drop a lot of our allegations", the first stage

15     is to require an amended statement of case so that they do

16     drop what they want to drop and then we can come back and ask

17     for FRIs if necessary, sir, but that should be within 14 days.

18           The second point relates to what I will call up front

19     payments.  If you go to bundle A, tab 23, this is the draft

20     licence that Vringo are proposing with all of its terms.  If

21     you turn to page 2, one of the terms that it is asking the

22     court to settle is a lump sum payment, first, in respect of

23     past infringements.  I told you about the installation at a

24     customer's premises.  Then it is asking for in respect of acts

25     which do not result in a sale.  So, let us say similar acts of
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1     demonstration and so on, an annual, for example, where ZTE

2     make/import for demonstration purposes and so on.  Then the

3     proposal is that that lump sum payment, if it does result in

4     sales can then be offset against the amount of the royalty

5     action paid in the next paragraph, if you see what I mean.  So

6     this is all about things that do not actually result in sales

7     in the UK.

8 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  You say this is a licence to commit acts which

9     do  infringe the patent but which do not result in sales?

10 MR. CARR:  Correct, this part of it is.  ZTE's position is, "Well

11     you must say want the lump payment that you are asking for is

12     within 14 days."  We say, "We cannot, because that depends on

13     information about the likely turnover, the costs, the

14     profits."  It is the usual story.  "Once we have got the

15     information from you, we will then tell you."  That is because

16     let us say the market size as we have estimated based on the

17     T-Mobile survey, is 2 million.

18 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  Is that annual?

19 MR. CARR:  No, over the life of the patent.  That would result in

20     a lump sum payment which may be quite significant.  On the

21     other hand, if it turns out the likely turnover is 5 million

22     it will be a lot less; so we need that data.  I think my

23     learned friend is thinking about providing it.

24           The final point I wanted to raise was in relation to

25     factual and expert evidence.  If you go to bundle A, tab 21,
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1     paragraph 51, Mr. Laakkonen has set out, essentially, the

2     categories of evidence that Vringo are proposing to adduce.

3     It is essentially, rather as I said, it is simply factual and

4     expert evidence that supports our case as pleaded.

5 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  Right.

6 MR. CARR:  I think ZTE's position is that this should all be

7     expert evidence but we do not want to do it that way.  We want

8     to do it partly by factual evidence, people who have actually

9     been in those negotiations and know what they are talk about.

10     I am not saying experts do not but we sometimes get that

11     impression.  I think my position is that is what we are

12     entitled to do.

13           We also suggest, so that one 1 to 2 fact witnesses, then

14     there is going to be an accounting expert and a technical

15     expert.  Originally ZTE were asking for each side to be

16     allowed to adduce four expert witnesses.  I do not know

17     whether they still are.  It is clearly too many.

18           We are agreed it is a maximum of two.  So that really

19     sets out the issues ----

20 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  Two arms.  Usually what happens when that

21     happens I find is that you then turn around six months later

22     and discover that you have called two of one kind, he has

23     called two of another and you both need to reply to each other

24     and you end up with four.

25 MR. CARR:  So one is going to be about the technical value of the
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1     patents and the other, as we have said here, is the commercial

2     significance of the '919 patent and the other is going to be

3     an accounting or licensing expert.  I think we are agreed

4     about that.

5           My Lord, they were I think the issues between the

6     parties and hopefully an overview of the proceedings.

7 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  Thank you very much Mr. Carr.

8 MR. ALEXANDER:  My Lord, can I deal with the matters in

9     essentially the same order as Mr. Carr.

10 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  Yes.

11 MR. ALEXANDER:  First of all with a little bit of overview and

12     where we have got to on the pleadings and the issues that have

13     been raised there.  Both sides essentially have said, "Look,

14     let us not worry about certain issues in the case, whether or

15     not in fact there is an obligation to grant a licence and the

16     nature of the obligation and the source of the obligation and

17     so on."

18           We do not have any problem in principle in amending our

19     statement of case to take out the points that are not in

20     contention provided that is mutually done and, effectively, my

21     learned friend also takes out the points.  We have suggested

22     he ought to do it first, so that they are no longer in

23     contention and then we can respond to that in due course.

24           Our submission is that probably neither side would think

25     that is a particularly a useful exercise to undertake, because
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1     both parties are in alignment, that the exercise that the

2     court is ultimately going to have to do is an inquiry as to

3     damages/damages in lieu of injunction, if I may put it like

4     that, exercise in relation to that, and working out what might

5     have been in issue had my learned friend said, "Oh well, we

6     should get an injunction anyway or what the competition

7     aspects would or might not have been is not actually a

8     particularly useful exercise.  I do not think there is a

9     difficulty in relation to that.  Can I then take the points

10     from ----

11 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  Mr. Alexander, I understand that.  What

12     troubles me is the fear, which I entertain, that the apparent

13     agreement about what is in issue and what is not, today, gets

14     either mischaracterised in future or it turns out to be quite

15     as agreed as it looked like.  I am just concerned about that.

16     I wonder whether there should be something that crystallises

17     exactly on what basis this case going forward.  You say that

18     Mr. Carr says that you should delete all the points you are

19     not running and you say that you should both delete them.  I

20     know what is going to happen.  You are not going to want to

21     that.  Probably because in reality a lot of this is all,

22     "Well, you say this and we say that.  If you take this out

23     then we don't say that."  It all gets in a bit of a muddle.

24 MR. ALEXANDER:  Exactly.

25 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  On the other hand, if we do not nail down the
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1     basis on which this case is being decided, then there is a

2     more than small risk that some day someone is going to pop up

3     and say, "Ah well, paragraph so and so of our pleading said

4     something that matters now."

5 MR. ALEXANDER:  Could I make a proposal to try and cut through

6     this a little bit.  It may be sensible, and I do not know

7     whether it is going to be possible to do it, for the parties

8     to agree a common list of issues for the court to determine in

9     the light of the way the pleadings have developed.  If there

10     is disagreement as to what the issues are that are likely to

11     be in issue, then the exercise of attempting agreement with

12     respect to that is likely to reveal them.  They can then be

13     resolved at a comparatively early stage.  May I suggest that

14     might be a slightly more practical exercise than the parties

15     lobbing amended pleadings with paragraphs deleted or qualified

16     possibly not actually for consumption by this jurisdiction but

17     in order to ensure that positions that preserved elsewhere and

18     so forth is done.  That might be the more sensible course.

19 MR. CARR:  We think that is a good idea.

20 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  Fine that is what we will do then.  So one of

21     the orders I will make today is an order directing the parties

22     to produce an agreed list of issues, failing agreement are not

23     resolved, what are the issues ----

24 MR. CARR:  It may be that the sensible course would be, although

25     in a sense this is a pre-trial review, in practical purposes
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1     really this is the first substantive CMC relating to the case.

2     If there is an issue in relation for the list of issues that

3     can be dealt with in due course.  It may be useful for the

4     court to direct a date by which that should be agreed and then

5     if there is a dispute about it, we could come back.

6 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  I think you should agree the list of issues

7     within three weeks or something.  Frankly on the basis of what

8     you have told me, you have agreed today.

9 MR. ALEXANDER:  Indeed, and everyone could come back well before

10     the end of term if there is any difficulty in relation to

11     that.  So that is the first point in relation to that aspect.

12           If your Lordship goes to our proposed draft order, the

13     issues -- unfortunately, we do not have a consolidated one

14     that has everyone's requests on it -- but our draft is dealing

15     with it in order.  First of all, details of the additional

16     lump sum payment.  That is said to relate to or require

17     further information relating to what has been done hitherto,

18     essentially.  I take that point up to a point.  What it does

19     not really address is the basis upon which any such lump sum

20     payment is sought.  I can see that informed may say, "Oh well,

21     before I give a final figure, what I need to know is the

22     activities of attempted sale that have been undertaken and so

23     on and so forth."  We really have absolutely nothing as to the

24     principles, approach, basis for determining that matter.  We

25     say that it is right in principle that that should be provided
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1     and that those details should be provided in short order.

2           There has been plenty of time for that to be done.  The

3     case was started, at least on a damages enquiry, in January

4     this year.  We only got a proposed draft licence last Friday

5     as to what was sought, which had this paragraph essentially

6     completely blank, or at least the points in it completely

7     blank.  We submit that it be right for a direction to be made

8     for particulars to be given to the best of ----

9 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  That is all right Mr. Alexander.  The bit I am

10     troubled with is this.  The hitherto thing I follow.  What is

11     the point in Mr. Carr's client saying, "Well, all right.  If

12     you insist on us coming up with a number, then reserving the

13     right to change it completely, once we have some financial

14     basis for knowing exactly how much you are going to sell, we

15     will tell you the number.  The number is 50 percent of on the

16     basis of the market is two billion and we want two percent.

17     So two percent of two billion, say 50 percent of that, that is

18     our number.  But we can tell that until it is going to change

19     when we find out what your numbers are."  So, what is that

20     point?

21 MR. ALEXANDER:  To some extent i accept that point.  My point is a

22     slightly different one.  It is not that we do not have a

23     number, we have no basis at all that is articulated -- in any

24     way, there is no pleading as to how that should be calculated.

25     Forget about the actual number.  All that has been said is,
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1     "What we want is a lump sum payment", essentially, without any

2     basis for calculating it.  We say that just as the case has to

3     a certain extent been advanced with respect to what the

4     royalty should be going forward, so a case should properly be

5     articulated -- which is itself independent of the number of

6     sales -- so a case should properly be advanced with respect to

7     past alleged acts.  There is not any real reason why that

8     cannot be done, because that is in fact independent of any of

9     the numbers that go into the calculation.  Our submission is

10     that that would be a useful exercise to be provided at this

11     stage and that should be done.

12           Can I then come to the central issues on disclosure.

13     First in relation to the disclosure that is sought or we

14     submit should be given by Vringo and then I will come on to my

15     learned friend's points against us.  In order to understand

16     the position on that, your Lordship will need to just bear in

17     mind the nature of the case and the exercise that the court

18     will ultimately have to undertake for these purposes.

19 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  Sorry, Mr. Alexander, this is the disclosure

20     you say should be provided, which is essentially the

21     disclosure of the licences, the important bits of licences,

22     which have already been granted in relation to this patent

23     either presumably usually as part of the portfolio and

24     probably by Nokia.

25 MR. ALEXANDER:  Indeed.  What we have done is we have set that out
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1     in our draft order under paragraph 3.  The reason we say that

2     those are material is because, in a sense, both parties cases,

3     the exercise that is involved here is a very different

4     exercise from the exercise that is involved in determining a

5     portfolio licensing approach.  We say at least prima facie

6     documents that relate to the licensing of the right in

7     question whether as part of a greater whole or individually

8     and those documents which identify issues relevant to the

9     technical and commercial value on which both parties are

10     proposing to adduce evidence, all, in principle, documents

11     that should be disclosed.   I do not think that there is any

12     dispute about those categories 3, A, B and C, with one

13     exception, where it is said that licensing negotiation

14     documents are not said to be of importance.  I think that is

15     correct but if I am wrong about that -- but if it is said that

16     this is a patent of particular importance or particular lack

17     of importance, with respect to negotiations with third parties

18     and particularly bearing in mind that the aim here is to

19     attain non-discriminatory terms with respect to others, we say

20     this is material that prima facie should properly be

21     disclosed, on even the claimant's approach to this case.

22           The position has sought to be developed with respect to

23     Nokia.  Perhaps I can just show your Lordship where matters

24     have got to with Nokia, because that has, to some degree, an

25     impact on the issues of disclosure against ZTE with respect to
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1     the other licensing agreements.  That is because we say that

2     there is at least an attempt to create a fundamental asymmetry

3     here, with respect to the licensing disclosure ----

4 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:    You say if your non-party should be

5     caught,so should his."

6 MR. ALEXANDER:  We put our case slightly higher than that, my

7     Lord, for the following reason.  At least it could be said

8     that licences by Nokia and Vringo if any have been granted or

9     are currently in negotiation, are licences that relate inter

10     alia, to the right in question.  Whereas it cannot be said

11     that any of the agreements of which a disclosure is sought

12     from ZTE and which in ZTE Corporation's possession relate to

13     the rights in question at all.  They may relate to something

14     quite different.  Yet Nokia's position in this is articulated

15     -- I want to know whether your Lordship has seen the

16     correspondence in relation to this.  It came into the bundle

17     fairly late.

18 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  I saw a letter from Vringo.

19 MR. ALEXANDER:  Rather late in the day, we say, Vringo write to

20     Nokia on 3rd June, that is last week, apparently not having

21     raised this issue previously and it not really having been, as

22     far as we can see, an issue previously that relevant material

23     would be provided.  Your Lordship sees that letter from

24     Mr. Cohen, the chief legal and intellectual property officer

25     of Vringo.  He, essentially, repeats the disclosure report,
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1     the relevant contents of the disclosure report, and then says

2     (we say rather unhelpfully, we would suggest) that Vringo

3     disagrees inter alia with ZTE's apparent view that Nokia

4     Corporation has an obligation to assist Vringo which will give

5     Vringo a right to compel Nokia to disclose the identified

6     categories of documents.  So in fact what he is saying is, "We

7     actually actively going to be -- we take the position,

8     vis-à-vis Nokia, that you are not obliged to provide any

9     assistance whatsoever in this case with respect to documents

10     which on Vringo's case are of a kind that are critical to its

11     case."  But it then goes on to say:  "As the relevant

12     agreement is a patent purchase agreement, we would invite your

13     views on the issue so the positions of the contracting parties

14     to the PPA can be clearly understood."  So this is a hint,

15     hint letter.  "We do not want any of this stuff, and we take

16     the view that you are in any way obliged to provide it."

17           Then it goes on:  "Irrespective of whether Nokia is

18     obliged to assist Vringo, we request that Nokia discloses to

19     Vringo and ZTE copies of the documents in the identified

20     categories that it has in its control and which it does not

21     consider contained privileged information."  So actually

22     raising one of the very issues that is raised -- that we

23     raised with respect to disclosure of documents that are in ZTE

24     Corporation's possession.  As your Lordship will appreciate,

25     if any of these agreements in question, whether they be
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1     Nokia's agreements or ZTE's agreements, are agreements which

2     are, for example, settlements after litigation has taken place

3     and where the context of the agreement and what was regarded

4     by the parties for each of those agreements as being

5     important, in this case, to induce entry into the agreement,

6     which is the case that is being advanced, that material may

7     well have elements of privilege.  Indeed, one might say that

8     it is quite likely to have elements of privilege.  It may not

9     be possible, and one can see why this is said, whether it is

10     right or wrong is not for me to observe, that actually this is

11     not something that we can do.  We cannot actually give

12     relevant material without getting into potentially privileged

13     territory.

14           Then it goes on:  "If Nokia is barred contractually or

15     otherwise" -- again hint, hint, Nokia might be barred

16     contractual or otherwise -- "from disclosing the existence or

17     disclosing copies of one or more documents identified in the

18     categories, please let us know.  We look forward to hearing

19     from you and would be grateful for a response by Wednesday 3rd

20     June issues that are likely to arise in five days' time".  So

21     then two days later, and of course we do not know whether

22     there were any telephone conversations between Vringo's

23     representatives and Nokia before this or any other

24     communications saying, "You are going to get a letter from

25     us."  We do not know what the exact nature is of the
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1     communications between Nokia and Vringo in relation to this

2     matter except we know that Nokia is a party obviously to the

3     sale agreement, and a potential beneficiary as your Lordship

4     will have worked out of any damages ----

5 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  Yes.

6 MR. ALEXANDER:  ---- that are awarded by the courts once they get

7     above a certain level and may have all kinds of other

8     interests with respect to this portfolio, which of course was

9     a sliver of their larger portfolio originally.

10           So Nokia comes back and says on Friday and we only, of

11     course, got this letter then:  "You have asked to us explain

12     to you Nokia Corporation in relation to the obligation to

13     assist Vringo infrastructure.  We agree with Vringo's view as

14     expressed in your letter.  Nokia has no obligation to assist

15     Vringo which would give Vringo a right to compel Nokia to

16     disclose identified categories of documents.  You have also

17     asked Nokia voluntarily to disclose copies of documents in the

18     identified categories ZTE UK and Vringo.  Nokia cannot

19     disclose such documents either because they are privileged or

20     because disclosure the existence of or contents of such

21     documents is restricted either by contract or by court order."

22           Plainly, because we only received this on Friday, we

23     have had no opportunity to take this forward to challenge

24     this, to deal with it with Vringo or deal with it with Nokia

25     directly, as we may want to in due course.  My point is a more
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1     substantive one for the purposes of this application.  How can

2     it be said that ZTE corporation's, or ZTE UK's position with

3     respect to saying, "We do not think that we should either

4     disclose" -- or as my learned friend wants to have it, be

5     criticised for not disclosing agreements which do not relate

6     to the rights in issue, which are likely to have been

7     negotiated and we know are portfolio licences because that is

8     the basis which we know are likely to have been negotiated

9     with undertakings with portfolios that are completely

10     different to the one in question in completely different

11     circumstances, when even Nokia's position is with respect to

12     an agreement where it is likely to be on Vringo's case a

13     beneficiary of licence fees, says, "We are not disclosing

14     anything to do with any of these agreements at this stage."

15           Our submission in relation to that -- and it is not

16     something that I can do anything about today -- I cannot today

17     seek applications to join Nokia as a party or make intrusive

18     orders on that at this stage of the game.  These are issues

19     that may need to be considered in due course.  But what your

20     Lordship can say is that if it is unlikely to be the case that

21     Nokia, which is prima facie the original licensor under this

22     patent is unwilling and remains unwilling to disclose its

23     documents and provide information relating to the patent in

24     issue, that is a very powerful reason for considering that ZTE

25     and ZTE Corporation should not be obliged to provide documents

[Page 37]

1     relating to completely different rights, or at least certainly

2     not at this stage of the proceedings.

3           In fact, they say that they cannot provide them and

4     there are contractual restrictions that prevent them from

5     providing that, which may equally apply relation to any

6     agreements that are made by ZTE Corporation and their

7     licensees.

8 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  Yes.

9 MR. ALEXANDER:  So our submission is that that is the background

10     that you come to this application with.  There are two

11     specific legal reasons now why your Lordship should not make

12     the orders that are sought by Vringo.

13           I am going to deal with them in reverse order.  The

14     first is the substantive reason and the second is the

15     jurisdictional reason, effectively.

16           The substantive reason is this.  What are these

17     documents sought to do?  Vringo say what they seek to do is

18     establish that there is a going rate.  However, one needs to

19     think about what the case is of going rate quite carefully,

20     because what assistance would these documents provide with

21     respect to that?  First of all, these are documents that are

22     portfolio licences and cannot establish, on any view, any

23     going rate with respect to an individual patent in an

24     individual jurisdiction.  The reason that is of importance is

25     that if your Lordship looks at the proposed draft licence that

[Page 38]

1     my learned friend's clients want you ultimately to settle, you

2     can see quite how limited it is proposed to be.  There is an

3     issue which we can come back to in relation to the scope of

4     infringing product.  There is a minor point I will raise at

5     the end in relation to that.  Essentially, what Vringo says is

6     "We will say that we are not going to sue you under this

7     patent in the UK."  It is just a very limited licence to the

8     UK.  We have no problem with that.  Our case is that we do not

9     need any more.  Vringo under this patent reserves the right to

10     sue us in relation to any other patent in relation the UK and

11     of course reserves the right to see I sue either ZTE UK or ZTE

12     Corporation or any of its other subsidiaries anywhere else in

13     the world with respect to any other patent. The value that is

14     provided by this patent and the basis for assessment of value

15     is a completely different basis from the value that is

16     provided by essentially a worldwide moratorium on bombing,

17     which a portfolio licence is.  A portfolio licence effectively

18     says, "I am not going to sue you anywhere in relation to any

19     of the portfolio", and that might include not just essential

20     patents.  It might also include non-essential patents for

21     example which might be bundled up in  a portfolio in a way

22     that is quite difficult to untangle, having regard to the

23     issues in question.

24           So if disclosure of these kinds of agreement is

25     provided, particularly those that do not relate to the patent

[Page 39]

1     in issue, it will be necessary on any view to have evidence,

2     possibly quite detailed evidence, in relation to each of the

3     licences in question, how they relate to the relevant

4     technology and the subject matter and issues that we have

5     identified in our skeleton argument -- creating, in our

6     submission, a sideshow which is likely to be of very limited

7     relevance.

8           The second reason why it is likely to be of very limited

9     relevance is this.  In order for my learned friend to make his

10     case good, although he says, "Well, we can take a look at

11     ZTE's licences", actually, if we are talking about going

12     rates, we need to look at the entire industry, not just ZTE's

13     licences.  One can tell that by the approach that is taken to

14     what evidence is sought to be adduced with respect to the

15     case.  If your Lordship goes back to paragraph 51 of

16     Mr. Laakkonen's twelfth witness statement at page 15, tab

17     21 ----

18 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  Right.

19 MR. ALEXANDER:  If you look at the end of that paragraph,

20     paragraph 51 (v) and (vi), what is proposed to be done is:

21     "(v) how licensing contracts are agreed and industry practice

22     in this regard, in particular the 'going rate' that applies to

23     SEP infrastructure licensing, and industry practice in terms

24     of royalty levels.

25     "(vi) evidence on royalty rates paid by ZTE Corp or ZTE to
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1     others under SEP licences."

2     That is one tiny part of the telecommunications industry.  On

3     any view, if one is going to bark e embark on this kind of

4     exercise, one is going to need to embark on an exercise of

5     even broader scope, including actually Nokia's licences.

6     There is no particular reason to suppose that these agreements

7     which are with quite different players.  There is reference to

8     Qualcomm and reference to Microsoft and so forth are likely to

9     have the slightest bearing on this particular issue, or if

10     they do, that a bearing would be an extremely modest bearing

11     in the circumstances.

12           Thirdly if the case is correct that there really are

13     going rates here, then one might have thought that this is

14     something that could be established without the need for this

15     disclosure and the need for specific evidence relating to

16     these specific licences, because indeed the whole basis for

17     the theory is that these are only instances of a much wider

18     and more general practice.  You might ask what are these

19     agreements particularly going to add to the general evidence

20     that is already supposed to be adduced in relation to this

21     issue?  What are these agreements going to add now at this

22     particular point?

23           So our submission is that if one looks at the issue of

24     relevance of this material, proportionality -- bearing in mind

25     the issues on commercial value that we have addressed in our

[Page 41]

1     skeleton -- it is very difficult to see that there can be a

2     justification for disclosure of this material, even were they

3     in our possession, custody and control.

4           I am reminded and as the point that we make in our

5     skeleton in response to something that was said by my learned

6     friend, that the issues on motivations for agreeing a rate

7     being a simple factual issue, we would respect to one or two

8     key SEPs being a simple factual issue.  We would respectfully

9     differ in relation to that.  Let us just take, for example,

10     one of the licences that is identified, Microsoft licence, or

11     indeed let us take Nokia's licence of this patent with others.

12     It might be said that actually it is quite a difficult

13     exercise to work out why a given undertaking took a licence

14     and in this case ex hypothesi a portfolio licence, it may have

15     had absolutely nothing to do with this SEP.  It may have had

16     nothing to do with in jurisdiction even, and working out what

17     attributing the right value to the patent in this jurisdiction

18     is, in our respectful submission, not a straightforward

19     exercise at all.  It is going to, if anything, make the trial

20     longer than the parties agree that should be estimated.  So

21     our submission is that, even leaving aside the issues of

22     jurisdiction, you simply do not get the position of saying

23     that if one is controlling disclosure in this context, these

24     are documents which prima facie should be disclosed.

25           So may I then address jurisdiction.  Our submission in

[Page 42]

1     relation to this issue is this.  This is a case where,

2     although there has been some co-operation, it might be said

3     necessary co-operation, and helpful co-operation with respect

4     to the technical trial issues -- so the issues with the

5     product and the process description and verification of those

6     by ZTE corporation -- we are considering here a completely

7     different set of issues and a completely different set of

8     documents.  What my learned friends' proposal amounts to is

9     saying this.  Once a party, once a parent company has

10     co-operated with its subsidiary company with respect to

11     provision of essentially a document on a single issue.  All

12     its other documents are open for disclosure on the basis or on

13     the same basis that the parent company had been joined to

14     these proceedings and was a party to these proceedings.  That

15     is the corollary of my learned friend's approach.  We would

16     respectfully submit that is quite a difficult one to square

17     with the approach of the Court of Appeal in North Shore

18     Ventures, which is at tab 5 of the bundle.

19 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  Whereabouts?

20 MR. ALEXANDER:  If one looks at paragraph 31, for example, the

21     extract from Shaw LJ, perhaps you could read that to yourself.

22     It is in paragraph 30 of the North Shore judgment.

23 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  (After a pause) All right.

24 MR. ALEXANDER:  Our submission is that unless it can be shown,

25     which is not really made here, that ZTE Corporation was so

[Page 43]

1     subservient or subordinated to the will of ZTE UK, it would be

2     quite wrong to say that the documents in question were in the

3     control of ZTE Corporation, or possession, power or custody.

4     The court went on in that case, and please look at paragraph

5     40, where essentially the court upholds Floyd J's order.  "In

6     the particular facts of the case ...(reads to the words)...

7     the meaning of CPR 31.8."

8           At no point in our submission was there any rowing back

9     from the proposition that in order for documents to properly

10     be regarded as within control, there had to be the

11     relationship of subservience, which we submit is not present

12     in this case.

13           It might be said that there is some question mark in

14     relation to Schlumberger, but even if the Schlumberger

15     approach is right in principle, our submission is that it

16     cannot be extended to a situation where documents of a

17     completely different kind, which prima facie have issues of a

18     fundamentally different nature to documents or material that

19     have been previously provided can be regarded as disclosable

20     on that basis.  Our submission is that in so far as

21     Schlumberger extends, you might say that all right, if a

22     company provides a set of documents of one class, let us say,

23     and funnily enough, page 53, which appears to be rather

24     critical, is missing, then one might say, "Well, you have

25     provided pages 1 to 52 and you should be providing page 53 on
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1     the basis that it is essentially the same set of documents."

2     You cannot blow hot and cold in respect to that issue and give

3     a misleading picture as a result.  That has no application to

4     a situation of this kind where one is dealing with documents

5     of a completely different kind, of which none have been given

6     so far and of which, on the other side, the undertaking in a

7     commercially parallel position, one might say, have themselves

8     refused to give those documents on grounds that the other side

9     prima facie considers to be rational and sensible grounds.

10           In our submission, this is not a case where those

11     documents should be ordered to be disclosed, nor is it a case

12     where any particular unless order should be made.  In fact, we

13     would submit that your Lordship does not have jurisdiction to

14     make an unless order in relation to disclosure by a third

15     party.  The reason we submit that is this.  There are specific

16     rules which govern disclosure and by whom disclosure should be

17     given.  They represent a careful balance between the rights of

18     what might be called confidentiality of documentation in

19     litigation and the rights of openness with litigation and not

20     misleading the court.

21           There is provision under the rules for parties to obtain

22     joinder of parties, sometimes only for the purposes of

23     providing disclosure.  The reason that they are there is

24     precisely so that the court can control the circumstances in

25     which a party may be subject to the jurisdiction and in some

[Page 45]

1     cases the punitive jurisdiction of the United Kingdom court

2     with respect to production of prima facie highly confidential

3     documents.

4           Were this court to start making unless orders

5     effectively with respect to third parties to say, "Well, I am

6     sorry, I do not care about whether you are joined or not.  I

7     do not actually care as to whether any third party disclosure

8     application has been made against you.  I am simply going to

9     make an intrusive unless order" -- when I say "intrusive" I do

10     not mean that in a discourteous way, I mean an order that is

11     requiring something to be done and as a result of it some

12     serious consequence in the litigation follows, that would in

13     our submission completely circumvent the rules that are

14     established for the proper conduct of litigation, the

15     proportionate conduct of litigation and the protection of both

16     litigants and those who are not engaged in litigation.

17           In my submission, if that is something that is in your

18     Lordship's mind, there is no proper basis to do that and there

19     is no real analogy that can be made with the cases on security

20     for costs, where there is a completely different jurisdiction

21     where the court can essentially stop litigation on this basis

22     that essentially the party would not have shown that they

23     could satisfy an order for costs, without the support of a

24     third party.  There is not a relevant analogy here.

25 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  I understand that, Mr. Alexander.  I do not

[Page 46]

1     understand why what you have just said completely undercuts

2     what you started with which is that you were inviting me

3     essentially to say to Mr. Carr's clients, "Well, you cannot

4     have what you want unless Mr. Alexander can have what he

5     wants."

6 MR. ALEXANDER:  I am not inviting your Lordship to do anything

7     with respect to Nokia at the moment ----

8 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  But you are inviting me to do something with

9     respect to Mr. Carr's application because of the position.

10 MR. ALEXANDER:  Your Lordship is right, I am sorry if I

11     misunderstood you.

12 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  Why does not what you invited me to do with

13     Mr. Carr's application, which is to say to Mr. Carr, "You

14     cannot have what you want unless Mr. Alexander can have what

15     he wants."  That the same as what you have just told me I

16     should not do.

17 MR. ALEXANDER:  I see what you mean.  I am sorry I did

18     misunderstand what you meant.  That is a different point or it

19     might be said a different jurisprudential point here.  If one

20     is making an unless order, one is saying that unless documents

21     of this kind are produced even though they are not in your

22     custody and so forth then there is a consequence.  If you are

23     saying, "I am not going to make an order with respect to

24     certain documents, because certain other documents are not

25     going to be produced which are" -- at least on an our

[Page 47]

1     submission "prima facie" -- "more relevant that the documents

2     of which disclosure is ordered."  All you are doing in those

3     circumstances is saying, "I take into account the fact that

4     this set of documents is not going to be produced, or at least

5     at the moment does not look as though it is going to be

6     produced."  In those circumstances, it would be wrong to

7     require production of a set of documents that was prima facie

8     less relevant than the documents that were not going to be

9     produced, because that would be disproportionate and would not

10     sufficiently advance the proceedings.

11           Our second point in relation to that is that -- the way

12     that my learned friend put it that in some way we should be

13     criticised for not volunteering this material.  In

14     circumstances where Nokia has not volunteered the material

15     itself, it is, in our submission, very difficult for us to be

16     criticised for not volunteering material which prima facie is

17     less relevant than the Nokia material.

18 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  I understand Mr. Alexander.  Look, I must say

19     the way it looks to me is this.  I can quite see that some of

20     what Mr. Carr says your client should disclose is not legally

21     much worth a return, all this stuff about ongoing

22     negotiations.  However, broadly speaking I view with dismay

23     the possibility that the court will be engaged in a royalty

24     setting damages calculation type trial without disclosure of

25     licences which included the very right in question, the '919.
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1     If they are in Nokia's possession, it seems to me very strange

2     that they should ultimately end up before the court in a

3     proper way, and ditto just as much from ZTE Corporation

4     providing disclosure of licences that relate to 3G and 4G

5     infrastructure which is exactly what this case is about.  I do

6     not buy  the argument that there is a great difference in

7     relevance between whether it is actually '919 or whether it is

8     3G, 4G infrastructure in general.  I do not see that as a big

9     difference.  It does seem to me there is a considerable

10     symmetry about this situation, that both of you are sitting

11     there with somebody else behind the scenes not producing the

12     documents.  I have great difficulty in seeing the distinction

13     which you were inviting me to draw.  I understand the point

14     and no one asked for an unless order.  I raised it.  I have

15     great difficulty seeing the difference between that the point

16     the are trying to urge on me that I should not give Mr. Carr's

17     clients the order they want unless they are prepared to

18     produce what you say they should produce.  I just do not see

19     it.

20           It seems to me that a fair way of determining this case

21     is either neither parties' third party produces these

22     documents, which I think would be a great shame and would

23     produce a trial which is going to be essentially based on a

24     load of factual assertions by witnesses with no underlying

25     documents at all, completely ungrounded or both do.  All I am

[Page 49]

1     really interested in quite frankly is engineering the latter,

2     because the former seems like a complete waste of everyone's

3     time and cost.

4 MR. ALEXANDER:  I can see where your Lordship is coming from in

5     relation to that.  That is very clear.  Could I perhaps make a

6     procedural proposal the try to cut through this at least for

7     the purposes of today?

8 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  Yes.

9 MR. ALEXANDER:  One of the things that has gone through my mind on

10     this case is the extent to which there might be an advantage,

11     not dealing with all of the disclosure issues now or trying to

12     deal with them either after some of the evidence or at a

13     slightly later stage.  The reason is this.  It might be said

14     that let us suppose the parties have put in evidence in

15     relation to the issue that my learned friend is very keen

16     ongoing rate that relates to the whole of the industry.  Let

17     us suppose that my clients have put in evidence relating to

18     that issue as well to counter it.  It might be said is that

19     once that material is there, one can actually see in a

20     somewhat focused way what gaps there are, if I can put it like

21     that, in information which the court may want in terms of

22     solid material with respect to licences granted by X, Y and Z

23     in relation to rights A, B or C, which are missing.  If a

24     trial schedule is set up, then one might say that if one puts

25     the issue of disclosure of licences on one side just for the

[Page 50]

1     time being, and I am not suggesting, not urging that it should

2     be delayed unduly, but there will be a possibility for doing

3     that and there is some sense in doing that in relation to this

4     specific category, then one might say that when one is looking

5     at this issue, one can look at it with a slightly greater

6     degree of intelligence and focus as to its precise relevance.

7           The other possibility might be to say, "Look, Nokia has

8     only just really had an opportunity to consider this

9     position."  There has not been any push back so far from

10     Vringo on Nokia.  In the light of what your Lordship has said,

11     it is possible, of course, that Nokia may say, "Actually, I

12     take a different view now as a result of communications from

13     Vringo", or reading what your Lordship has said on the

14     transcript, equally, it might be that ZTE Corporation may take

15     a different view on this.  It may be possible to get some

16     mutual accommodation with respect to licences and a schedule

17     of that.  The difficulty I would anticipate is for the court

18     now to make what might be called one-sided orders ----

19 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  I understand that Mr. Alexander.

20 MR. ALEXANDER:  ---- that do not actually take matters a great

21     deal further at this stage and then just set up another round

22     of tit-for-tat on this point.

23           One option that your Lordship could take is to adjourn

24     this aspect of the disclosure application, both sides of it,

25     and say that the parties should attempt to reach agreement

[Page 51]

1     with respect to such licences as should be disclosed by the

2     parties respectively connected with them, to use a neutral

3     term, by a certain date and for then the court to resume and

4     look at this again.  Your Lordship may say that is dodging the

5     issue but it is not an entirely futile dodge in these

6     circumstances.

7           In any event, I think I have said what I needed to say

8     in relation to that.  There was only one very minor point in

9     relation to the licences, because my learned friend mentioned

10     Germany and some position in Germany which is actually quite

11     different there.  The situation is not the same.  The issue is

12     that the German subsidiary said, "We do not have the relevant

13     infringing functionality."

14           Our point in relation to this is not to deal with that

15     issue.  Clearly, if we were to sell, there would be some of

16     the products on the list that infringe.  What I cannot tell

17     your Lordship as of now, because this is a licence we only got

18     last Thursday, is whether every one of those products on the

19     list is something that we would accept would actually use the

20     invention at all.  Does your Lordship follow the point?

21 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  Yes.

22 MR. ALEXANDER:  Although, undoubtedly, there would be some in this

23     category which do.  That is something that we would need to

24     look at and consider.  I am not in a position here and now to

25     say, "It is definitely the case that, for example, the 2T4R
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1     multimode RRU or whatever, actually implements the invention

2     because of the nature of the product."  This is essentially

3     Vringo's case as to what products would fall within that.

4 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  Just taking that as an example, was that 2T4R

5     multimode RRU a radio resource unit or something, whatever it

6     is, was that pleaded?

7 MR. ALEXANDER:  I am afraid I do not know.  I am just taking that

8     as an example.

9 MR. CARR:  My Lord, it was.  I appreciate that is one of my

10     learned friend's examples.

11 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  Those bullet points were all pleaded?

12 MR. ALEXANDER:  If they were, the point may fall away.  My point

13     is this.  We got this licence on Thursday.  They have put out

14     a list.  I cannot say standing here what the issue is in

15     relation to this.  That is doubtless also an issue that can be

16     -- we can try and sort it out, so that there is not an issue

17     down the line with respect to this point.

18           In relation to projected forecast, I do not think there

19     is a difficulty in relation to providing information in

20     relation to that.  There may be some issues on confidentiality

21     clubs and ----

22 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  No doubt.

23 MR. ALEXANDER:  ---- timing of that, for which there is not

24     actually at the moment provision in any of the orders.

25     Perhaps what I may suggest there on that since we are going to

[Page 53]

1     be thinking about statements of case, is if we can go and try

2     and formulate a proposal with respect to that information,

3     tighten that up in an order and then see if we can proceed on

4     that basis.

5 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  All right.

6 MR. ALEXANDER:  So those are my submissions.

7 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  Thank you Mr. Alexander.  Mr. Carr?

8 MR. CARR:  Just a few points in reply.  In relation to costs

9     profits turnover,  the categories we seek are set out in 15A

10     and B.  They have been resisted until now.  We need an order,

11     rather than, "Let's come back another day and have a chat

12     about it."  We do need an order for these categories and I do

13     not think my learned friend is really resisting it now.  If he

14     is he has not really explained why.

15           That then brings me just briefly to the question of a

16     lump sum.  There is no point -- the lump sum of course relates

17     to the past and the future in respect of acts that do not

18     result in sales.  There is no point in us being required to

19     give a figure, because it will only change and we will not be

20     bound by it.

21 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  I understand why there is not a point in

22     giving a figure for the past but why is there not a point in

23     you explaining what you are thinking about in the future?  Why

24     can it not just be a percentage?

25 MR. CARR:  It cannot be because there are no sales.
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1 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  In fairness to Mr. Alexander, you say he

2     should be paying whatever it is, 2.5% on ENodeBs or 1% of

3     infrastructure as a whole.  He does not agree but that is your

4     case.  You say, and I understand the point, it very broadly

5     makes sense and there are other infringing acts, which do not

6     rely on sales but they are infringing and some figure should

7     be applied to that and we suggest a lump sum of which will be

8     -- it will be done and dusted if no sales arise but it will be

9     an interim, in effect a payment on account.  I can see the

10     sense in that.  Like all these things, it depends on the

11     detail but broadly speaking I can see the sense it in.

12     Surely, they are entitled to know what scale of lump sum

13     relative to the royalties you are requiring of which you are

14     thinking.  You could be saying "What we have in mind is al ump

15     sum which is essentially the whole of all of your sales." A

16     proportion of the royalty ----

17 MR. CARR:  I understand ----

18 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  I am not saying you have to put that it way

19     but it does seem to me that that line of thinking indicates

20     that they are entitled to a little bit more of a clue as to

21     what your lump sum is.

22 MR. CARR:  It will all depend on the disclosure we get of turnover

23     cost profits anyway but we could give an indication that it

24     would be X% of the total percentage of the royalty.

25           Then in relation to disclosure by Vringo, just to be
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1     clear, much of it we have already agreed to.  It is worth

2     looking at paragraph 24 onwards of our skeleton, just to see

3     where the issues are still live.

4           We have set out the three categories that are sought.

5     Category A, we agree, except that it appears to ask for the

6     technical and commercial value utility of patents other than

7     the '919 patent, thereby potentially starting a technical

8     evidence about use of lots of other patents.

9 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  Is that not exactly what you say you want on

10     your one and two key SEPs?

11 MR. CARR:  The whole point is that on the two key SEPs, there are

12     just two simple questions of fact.  One, is there a going rate

13     for infrastructure?  Two, if so (and we think there is quite a

14     bit of evidence that there will be) are all of these licences

15     negotiated on the basis of a few key SEPs?  If so it does not

16     matter about the technical value of individual licences within

17     any portfolio.  It obviously does not, because our case

18     proceeds on right.  There is a going rate.  It is one or two

19     key SEPs.  We have then got to factor in the similarities and

20     differences between two to three key SEPs in any global

21     portfolio infrastructure licence and one individual licence

22     but that is what we always do under General Tire v. Firestone.

23           The main point that is in issue in relation to my

24     learned friend's categories is that he is asking for documents

25     relating to negotiations regarding past licences and any
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1     ongoing negotiations in respect of future licences.

2 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  Yes.

3 MR. CARR:  As I think you may have observed, I can see the

4     relevance of licences but who said what to whom in the middle

5     of the negotiation.  People come up with all sorts of -- I say

6     I want 15%, you say you want 0.02% but you can see from the

7     actual licence what was concluded.

8 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  Mr. Carr the answer is not the same but that

9     is same point as you are saying about one or two key SEPs.

10     You say that you do not need to worry about the fact that it

11     is in fact the XYZ patent that is super valuable, all right,

12     but this is a different point.  This is saying "Well, no you

13     say licences are negotiated in that way."

14 MR. CARR:  Yes.  Obviously, issues that are limited to whether it

15     is one or two key SEPs is one thing but this is asking about

16     all negotiations.

17           Then my learned friend, I understood why, sought to say

18     "Well, we do not want to do anything about Nokia" but there is

19     a kind of symmetry between Nokia and ZTE Corporation.  Both

20     are in different ways behind one side or other of the

21     litigation.  There is a difference in their position, though.

22     Nokia's position is first of all they cannot, as a matter of

23     law, disclose documents; whereas, ZTE Corporation's position

24     as Mr. Burdon explained is they choose not to do so.  That is

25     a big difference.  The remedy in respect of Nokia, which might
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1     well solve Nokia's problems, is that if there was a third

2     party disclosure application made against them, which was not

3     resisted by Vringo, then of course they can then comply with

4     their legal obligations.  There is a court order requiring

5     them to do it.  That is very common.  I have seen in me cases

6     where a party says, "I cannot disclose these documents without

7     a court order that I should."

8           ZTE Corporation's position is, "These documents are

9     confidential.  We have disclosed some so far but we do not

10     want to disclose any more."  That is different.

11 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  Why is it different?  ZTE Corporation are not

12     before the court any more than Nokia.

13 MR. CARR:  No, but what ZTE Corporation (or Mr. Burdon on their

14     behalf) have not said is "There is any restriction on us that

15     would require a court order to make us disclose the documents,

16     or to allow us to disclose the documents."  Their position and

17     I can find the evidence for you is, "We have disclosed some

18     but we do not want to disclose more because they are

19     confidential."  That is are different.

20 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  The fact that they are confidential, is that

21     not exactly the same?  I understand privilege ----

22 MR. CARR:  As a matter of privilege or as a matter of contract or

23     as a matter of law, we are not allowed to do it.  I have seen

24     that before, you probably have too.  The remedy is, "But if I

25     make a court order then, of course, you can."  You can say,
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1     "Sorry, in my contract they say I cannot but this court order

2     requires me to do that."  So sometimes third parties require a

3     bit of insurance to allow them to disclose documents.  That is

4     all I am saying.

5 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  That is not all you are saying Mr. Carr.  You

6     are saying that about Nokia, I understand it.  I do not

7     understand, which is bit you then say, which is the critical

8     part is that ZTE's position is different from that.  I do not

9     understand how it is different.

10 MR. CARR:  I was just going to show you the evidence as to why

11     they say they do not.  If you go to bundle A, tab 22,

12     paragraph 64.  What he has not said, he explains what ZTE is

13     not willing to do voluntarily, what he does not say is that

14     there is any restriction on them in disclosing these documents

15     either as a matter of contract or as a matter of law on the

16     basis of privilege.  He says that they are not relevant, they

17     are commercially sensitive and they will not provide any

18     material assistance.

19           That is different.  The ideal position would be, from

20     Vringo's perspective, that both Nokia and ZTE Corporation

21     disclose relevant licence agreements.  There is no doubt about

22     that.  In the one case it is quite easy to achieve.  In the

23     other case it is also fairly easy but it may require a court

24     order.

25           There is another issue, which is that ZTE UK's position
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1     is whereas Vringo have some documents in the categories, ZTE

2     UK's position is they do not have any at all, as I understand

3     it, so whatever orders you make there will not be any

4     documents.  Therefore, we have the unattractive position of

5     going to a trial with various witnesses asserting various

6     facts without ZTE having disclosed anything.

7           I should also emphasise that in relation to the licence

8     agreement there are actually -- you have seen them listed I

9     think, there are not very many that we are seeking from ZTE

10     Corporation and if, as we say, they are all 1 to 2%

11     infrastructure licences, then maybe they will think again

12     about whether to continue to challenge that point.

13           My Lord, in relation to jurisdiction, my learned friend

14     took the point there is no jurisdiction.  Of course, the

15     reason why I showed you Schlumberger is because it actually

16     was a case where there was no application against the third

17     party, where it was not a case that Schlumberger holdings was

18     in a dominant position in respect of all the other companies

19     because, of course, you will recall Floyd J said, "I am not

20     basing this on the corporate structure at all."  It is the

21     classic case where the court said, "Look, one side has

22     effectively been drip feeding documents from a third party.

23     It has the right to inspect them for that reason.  It needs to

24     provide the bad as well as the good."  That is what we say

25     should happen here.  There is no question that there is no
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1     jurisdiction; there obviously is.  The order is made against

2     ZTE UK.

3 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  Right.

4 MR. CARR:  Of course, my learned friend said, "Well, it

5     effectively amounts to saying that any company who has

6     provided few documents has to open up its files."  He does not

7     and the reason I showed you Mr. Laakkonen's evidence, which my

8     learned friend has not addressed, is that the facts here are

9     very clear as to the access that ZTE Corporation has already

10     given to the documents that it wishes to show.

11           My learned friend in fact finally referred to the North

12     Shore case.  What the North Shore case actually says, at

13     paragraph 40 -- and you will appreciate in that case

14     disclosure was ordered, because it was somebody trying to hide

15     his assets in a trust -- was that you have to really look at

16     the true relationship between the alleged third party and the

17     defendant and here and according to Mr. Laakkonen's evidence,

18     the relationship is pretty clear.

19 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  Why should I let you get what you want unless

20     we know that Nokia are going to play ball, since after all

21     Nokia licences are included in '919 patent.  I am not saying

22     that is a big deal, but it is a deal.

23 MR. CARR:  I understand that.  I am not saying that Vringo would

24     resist if there were -- Nokia might resist but Vringo, it is

25     in their interests to have Nokia disclose documents.  They
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1     cannot compel them to do so whereas the ZTE Corporation

2     relationship is different.  That have already had access.

3 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  How much do I actually know about the

4     Nokia/Vringo relationship?

5 MR. CARR:  What you have been told is that there is no contractual

6     right to require Nokia to produce documents.

7 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  I am not aware I have seen the contract.  I

8     have a letter from you.

9 MR. CARR:  That is all I have and that is all I have seen,

10     absolutely.  It says there is no single ----

11 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  The letter says there is an obligation to

12     help, but we do not think it means there is an obligation to

13     produce documents, which looks pretty conclusory to me, I am

14     bound to say, but there it is and get a letter back from Nokia

15     saying, "We agree we do not have to do it."

16 MR. CARR:  There are two questions, are they not, the first

17     question is whether the categories that ZTE (UK) are resisting

18     are disclosable.

19 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  Absolutely.

20 MR. CARR:  The second question who should provide the documents?

21     There is an option to say they are disclosable and as to who

22     should provide them if you regard the relationship between

23     Nokia and Vringo and ZTE (UK) and ZTE Corporation as

24     essentially symmetrical for these purposes, you can say so,

25     you can make the disclosure dependent, although there may have
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1     to be a further court order in respect of Nokia.

2           My Lord, unless you have any further questions, those

3     are my submissions.

4 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  No, thank you.

5 MR. ALEXANDER:  Could I just raise one point, not on this, but

6     just so your Lordship knows the point is in relation to the

7     documents that we are content to give in relation to sales,

8     and so forth.

9 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  Yes.

10 MR. ALEXANDER:  The reason we that we say that this might benefit

11     from a little bit of further discussion is if you look at

12     paragraph 15(a) and (b) of my learned friend's skeleton they

13     do potentially encompass a very large number of documents

14     because of the use of documents relating to the infringing

15     products in issue, such as but not limited to pricing

16     information, any other information, service maintenance, and

17     so forth, from which an effective sales price can be

18     calculate.  That is potentially a very broad category and

19     similarly (b), "plans for, and ability to sell infrastructure

20     equipment", and so forth.  It may be that your Lordship is

21     content with that formulation, but we submit that that is

22     actually potentially setting up a very broad class.  There is

23     actually a slight advantage in trying to do this at least in

24     the first instance by some kind of schedule of attempts made

25     to sell price, and so forth, with appropriate documents
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1     annexed and then they can come back if they think it is

2     inadequate.

3 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  All right.

4               (For judgment: see separate transcript)

5 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  There you are, Mr. Carr.

6 MR. CARR:  Thank you very much, my Lord.  I think that deals with

7     everything.  I think my clients probably feel they have had

8     the best of it, but none the less given this is a review

9     effectively, we submit that the order should be costs in the

10     case.

11 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  All right.

12 MR. ALEXANDER:  My Lord, we, I do not think, can really resist

13     that.

14 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  No.

15 MR. ALEXANDER:  The only issue remaining is one of drafting of the

16     order and in relation to the technical material, the

17     confidentiality club which does not arise in relation to

18     listing but arises in relation to inspection of the documents.

19     What we suggest we do is put some proposals to my learned

20     friend in relation to and see whether we can resolve that.

21     That is just one matter that is just in the air and was not

22     provided for by both of the orders.

23 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  Would it make sense if you were to fix a date

24     for this matter to return to the court before the end of July?

25 MR. CARR:  Yes, and then if the parties agree in relation to the
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1     Nokia/ZTE Corporation issue, we can simply submit an agreed

2     order, yes.

3           My Lord, we will try and agree a minute of order.  I am

4     sure we will but if not, we will get back to you.

5 MR. JUSTICE BIRSS:  Thank you very much.

6                            - - - - - - - - -
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